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The purpose for the analysis of educational benefit is to determine if RF students, who have been in the district for more than one year, are making progress due to special education services provided to meet goals within individualized education programs, and if students are involved and making progress in the general education curriculum.
 
Conduct a comprehensive student-level review and discuss the probes to identify any factors that contribute to program ineffectiveness or noncompliance. Document results and conclusions of the data analysis in the space provided.
The purpose for the analysis of educational benefit is to determine if RF students, who have been in the district for more than one year, are making progress due to special education services provided to meet goals within individualized education programs, and if students are involved and making progress in the general education curriculum. Conduct a comprehensive student-level review and discuss the probes to identify any factors that contribute to program ineffectiveness or noncompliance. Document results and conclusions of the data analysis in the space provided.
DATA ANALYSIS PROBES
 
DATA ANALYSIS PROBES
1.  Describe the process and methods used to determine if RF students are making academic progress.
 
1.  Describe the process and methods used to determine if RF students are making academic progress. 
2.  For RF students who have been in the district for more than a year, evaluate the educational benefit they are receiving from their special education supports and services.  
2.  For RF students who have been in the district for more than a year, evaluate the educational benefit they are receiving from their special education supports and services.  
 3.  Analyze the system the district utilizes for addressing students' lack of progress (academic, functional, behavioral, etc.).
 3.  Analyze the system the district utilizes for addressing students' lack of progress (academic, functional, behavioral, etc.).
 4.  Evaluate the effectiveness of the districts's use of resources, such as Texas Records Exchange (TREx), academic achievement records (AARs), individualized education programs (IEPs), withdrawal forms, report cards, etc., to accurately place students in appropriate classes and services.
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